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The Role of Smallpox in History and Waterlily

When European explorers came to the Americas, one of their greatest weapons was 

disease.  One of the most common diseases was that of smallpox; it ravaged entire groups of 

people and ruined many ways of life.  In Ella Cara Deloria's Waterlily, Deloria uses a smallpox 

epidemic as a pivotal point in the plot; the epidemic is demonstrative of the way that Native 

American culture can fall apart and foreshadows that the Europeans are looming dangerously 

closer, but also helps Waterlily complete her coming of age cycle.  

As Native Americans had not been exposed to many of the germs that the Europeans 

brought with them, they had no immune nor genetic resistance (Diamond 211-212).  In many 

cases, by the time the Europeans arrived, the diseases had already wiped out a great portion of 

the tribe; for instance, when Pizarro arrived in Peru in 1531, a great deal of the Incan population, 

including the emperor and his successor, had been decimated by smallpox, which had arrived in 

1526 (Diamond 210).  Smallpox, along with the measles, influenza, and typhus were often the 

most deadly to Native Americans (Diamond 212).  While the mortality rate for Europeans 

infected with smallpox was about 30%, the numbers were much higher for Native Americans 

who contracted the disease (Halverson).  The mortality rates are estimated at 38.5% for the 

Aztecs, 50% for the Piegan, Huron, Catawba, Cherokee, and Iroquois, 66% for the Omaha and 

Blackfeet, 90% for the Mandan, and 100% for the Taino (Halverson).  The Mandan Indians of 

North Dakota also are an example of how deadly smallpox can be; when they were exposed to 

the disease by traders in 1837, 1,536 Mandans died and left only 31 survivors (Thiel).  The 

Europeans sometimes used their knowledge of the Native American's vulnerability to their 



advantage.  The microbes that cause smallpox can be spread by direct or indirect contact; 

therefore, Europeans would sometimes send gifts, such as blankets, which had previously 

belonged to an individual who had contracted smallpox (Diamond 199).  For example, in 1763, 

British general Jeffrey Amherst sent blankets taken from infected corpses and had them sent to 

nearby Indians in order to infect them as well (Halverson).  

The first detrimental aspect of the smallpox epidemic is that it breaks up the Native 

American community.  In Waterlily, community is established as being an important aspect of the 

tribe.  The community gathers together to support each other, tell stories, and for important 

ceremonies, often functioning as something of a family system.  It is during preparation for one 

such ceremony that Waterlily first hears about the outbreak of disease.  When a baby is supposed 

to have her ears pierced for the first time, Waterlily hears:

Yes, they said it was many-sores [smallpox].  Something like the sickness that killed off 
whole families over a generation ago, in some camp circles.”...But womanlike, her mind 
was really on the blankets all the while.  She said, “How I wish my grandchild might be 
wrapped in one of those new robes at her ear-piercing rites (Deloria 188).

In this manner, a community is important for news-sharing, but also for support while going 

through a ritual.  Often, in rituals, it is important that many people in the community participate,  

because it shows the level of respect for an honored individual.  One such ceremony is the 

wailing done after a dead person has died; when members of the community start dying from 

smallpox, Waterlily's female relatives make sure that the wailing never ends to show respect for 

the dead individual.  The senior wife, Taluta, “took a certain pride in fulfilling all her kinship and 

social duties well, down to commiserating the bereaved and wailing for the dead” (Deloria 196). 

In this manner, mourning the dead by visiting them is expected of community members.  

The very practice of supporting and respecting other community members ends up 



harming the community, because it hastens the spread of the smallpox.  After Waterlily's relatives 

return from mourning, it is revealed to the audience that, “the epidemic was spreading and that 

the new blankets which the sons of Buffalo Boy had brought home were infested with deadly 

germs, against which the people had no immunity.  Through give-aways and also as a simple 

courtesy gifts, these blankets had been changing owners” (Deloria 196).  Give-aways are a way 

of showing respect in Native American culture, but, within Waterlily, they make it so the 

smallpox spreads even faster than it would have naturally.  The mourning practices also end up 

becoming detrimental.  Instead, “the little company escaped nothing by running away.  Echo and 

her mother had thoroughly exposed themselves to the disease in their zeal to comfort the 

sorrowful” (Deloria 199).  Therefore, the smallpox epidemic undermines the Native American 

culture by using it to its own advantage; it takes the positive aspects and turns them into negative 

ordeals.

The smallpox epidemic also directly threatens the Native American culture.  After news 

of the epidemic is well-known, the community splinters into pieces.  This, of course, acts 

contrarily to the basic set-up of the tribe.  Additionally, Waterlily's father-in-law orders her to: 

“Tell my son-in-law to have the horses ready so that you can leave drawn.  Take your sister-in-

law with you, and your mother also...Luckily, there is always plenty of game along the Buzzard... 

When your brother returns I will him out to you.  He and his brother-in-law will get all the food 

you need until this danger passes” (Deloria 197).  The group is strategically chosen to play off of 

the gender roles expected of males and females in Native American culture.  Males are supposed 

to hunt the food which the rest will thrive off of.  As there are sick members in their group, the 

women will need to care for the sick in turn.  Initially, this system works.  As smallpox ravages 

their small group, “The severest ones improved before others worsened; at least it was so with 



the adults.  Thus there was always at least one woman able to prepare the door and watch by the 

very sick ones” (Deloria 200).  At the beginning of their trip, even though their way of life has 

broken down, it still works to an extent.

It is after Waterlily's husband, Sacred Horse dies that the system collapses almost entirely. 

The first moment of gender reversal occurs right after Sacred Horse dies.  Left with only one sick 

male, the women must handle the body.  It becomes a problem “to lay the body away with 

anything like the tenderness and decency the matter required... The women had to help him [the 

brother-in-law] bind it [the body] to an improvised stretcher and hoist it into a tree” (Deloria 

202).  Typically, it is men's work to move a man's body; in this instance, the women must make 

up the difference.  Their situation only becomes worse as Sacred Horse's brother-in-law 

disappears while hunting.  The remaining women are forced to “put out the fire... They spoke 

very low and only when they must.  They worst it was that Little Bear was still out somewhere, 

and his father had not come in from hunting” (Deloria 204).  Without the men, the women are 

left defenseless against the raid; those who survive the raid are then forced to nearly starve.  As a 

result of the smallpox epidemic, the innate systems built into their culture that allow them to 

survive break down.  The smallpox epidemic ends up leaving them vulnerable in more ways than 

just the after effects of illness.

Furthermore, the smallpox epidemic foreshadows a foreboding ending for Waterlily and 

her family.  While she returns happily to her family in the end of the novel, it cannot be ignored 

that the disease coincidences with the rumors of approaching whites.  As the story progresses, the 

mention of white people becomes more and more prevalent.  One of the first mentions is when 

Waterlily is in early adolescence.  As they they travel, they trade stories about the white soldiers 

so that “Everyone in Rainbow's party was agog, wishing to hear more about the American 



soldiers, their appearance, their possessions, their habitats, and their families” (Deloria 100). 

The main appeal of this first conversation is the oddity of the white people; their ways are 

unfamiliar to Waterlily's family.  As the story progresses, there are rumors of white people more 

and more frequently.  Although Waterlily has never befriend a white person, she hears a story 

that Rainbow has; while in her husband's community, a member of her family tells her, “we 

would have claimed you sooner but we have been in the Black Hills where your father has a 

white man friend.  'Lean White Man' he calls him, and a good name it is too.  For he is very thin 

and weak-looking.  But so active” (Deloria 177).  Later on, discussion of Lean White Man is 

juxtaposed against discussion of Buffalo Boy bringing home the blankets.  Waterlily functions as 

a story told just as the white men are coming.  While Waterlily herself never comes into contact 

with white people, the rise of the stories and the smallpox epidemic serve as a warning that her 

time isolated from them is about to come to an end.

Finally, Waterlily also functions as a coming of age story; the smallpox epidemic is one of 

the last steps Waterlily takes.  First, Waterlily must directly come to terms with real tragedy. 

After two young children die in her arms, Waterlily realizes:

These were Waterlily's first major tragedies, although she had grown up on intimate terms 
with death–who had not?  In the past, whenever she had wept over the dead, unless it was 
someone in her own family group, it was out of sympathy for the bereaved, or because 
the whole thing was dismal enough to rouse tears, or simply because it was proper to wail 
and one could generally work oneself up to it...But now she wept because she must, and 
could not check herself (Deloria 200-201). 

This is the first time that Waterlily has to deal with real sorrow and tragedy, which help her 

mature in many ways.  She finally understands the real meaning and commitment behind 

mourning a loved one.  Furthermore, she must do the majority of her mourning on her own 

instead of with the supportive community that she would normally have.  Waterlily experiences 

yet another tragedy when her husband, Sacred Horse also dies.  While Sacred Horse is ill, 



“Waterlily did not sleep.  She spent the night listening, worrying over him from a distance.  As 

soon as it grew light enough, she went to him.  Already he was stiff and cold.  Weeping low, she 

drew his blanket up over his face very gently” (Deloria 202).  While the death of the children is 

hard enough on Waterlily, she must experience several deaths, including that of her husband's. 

Through her concern through him, the audience sees Waterlily maturing from a shy, young girl 

uncertain of how to behave around her husband, to a woman who is capable of caring for him. 

However, he is taken away from her the moment that she makes the transformation.

Through the events that Waterlily is made to endure, she develops a sense of 

independence.  After contending with all the deaths, it is Waterlily who takes charge among the 

women.  She is the one who goes out looking for the remaining men.  Waterlily tells Echo, “'I 

will go to the bank and call softly.  Perhaps my nephew is down by the stream'” (Deloria 204). 

Waterlily shows bravery beyond the other women; she is willing to take the initiative and risk her 

own belling by possibly giving away her position.  It is Waterlily who must care for Echo by 

herself after the war party attacks them.  However, “Waterlily was small-boned and of delicate 

build...But she managed to get Echo down to the water and seat her at the shallow edge” (Deloria 

206).  It is through this action that Echo's life is saved; the water begins to heal her wound even 

if she is unable to travel.  Finally, Waterlily must bury the remaining bodies on her own to the 

best of her ability.  While Echo is healing, “Waterlily prepared to lay her mother-in-law's body 

away... Waterlily was thankful that she had thought in time to lay Echo's baby in its 

grandmother's arms” (Deloria 206).  Waterlily is forced to mature through these actions; she has 

to contend with horrific events on her own, and ends up being with the one who must take charge 

and make decisions.  

After everything that transpires, Waterlily is able to build a life that she has arguably 



always wanted and deserved.  First, she is able to return home, because, without Sacred Horse, 

she has no ties to his community.  While she was always grateful for Sacred Horse's family, she 

never felt as if she truly belonged there.  This is summed up after Sacred Horse and Waterlily 

have been married for a while by one of Sacred Horse's cousins, who tells him: “You made your 

first mistake in not saying for a while with her family, where she would have only you to adjust 

to” (Deloria 181).  Instead, Waterlily always feels reserved and separated from Sacred Horse and 

his family and community, even when she is happy there.  Instead, she is much happier when she 

returns home to her own community.  Being away from home becomes so detrimental to her 

health that she decides to travel during the winter, which is dangerous, simply because “Waterlily 

was determined to go home, come what may” (Deloria 213).  In this manner, Waterlily returns to 

the physical place and people she belongs to.

Additionally, Waterlily ends up marrying the person she was, arguably, supposed to end 

up with.  As Waterlily is pregnant with Sacred Horse's child when she leaves, their relatives 

encourage her to marry one of Sacred Horse's cousins so the child will have a father who is 

related to him.  One of Sacred Horses' cousins tells her:

You will marry again, and that is right.  Back home I have a young brother who is still 
alone.  He is the likely one for you.  If perchance he pleased you for a husband, it would 
be well for the coming child's sake.  Wherever possible, a child should for father one who 
is father to him already, and not a total, unrelated stranger (Deloria 211).

Because Waterlily has already been married to Sacred Horse, she is encouraged to marry one of 

his male relatives.  In this way, Waterlily is able to marry the man she first fell in love with the 

complete blessing of Sacred Horse's and her family.  After actually marrying Lowanla, she is 

able to realize that, “if the kindly Sacred Horse had picked her on first sight, she had picked this 

cousin of his long before, also on first sight”  (Deloria 224).  While she honors her first husband 

his family, while she is with Lowanla and her own family, she is able to find contentment in her 



life.  During the final conversation of the novel, Waterlily is “wide awake and vibrant with 

happiness” (Deloria 226).  This is a strong contrast to what she feels during the smallpox 

epidemic and yet, without the smallpox epidemic she would have never achieved such a life.

Smallpox was one of the most dangerous diseases that Europeans brought with them; it 

ate through Indian communities at an astounding pace.  In the end, it is an important historical 

event that Deloria delves into.  As she does with many other customs and events, Deloria reveals 

the reality of a smallpox epidemic; she delivers the event with an almost factual reverence, but 

also provides relatable characters and emotions. Deloria allows the audience to feel the pain and 

actuality of an experience, allowing them a far greater understanding–an understanding that 

could not simply be derived from reading a history book.    
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